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Gardens





If you’ve never experienced the joy of accomplishing more than 
you can imagine, plant a garden.

- Robert Brault“ ”
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Welcome 
...to our stunning new 2013 garden collection. We have loved 
designing this range of furniture that evokes the relaxed feel 
of New England summers, the glamour of the sun drenched 
Mediterranean coast and the classical beauty of English 
country gardens. It’s a collection inspired by our travels, 
beautifully crafted by our skilled carpenters and carefully 
hand finished by our dedicated team to ensure the best in 
design, quality and service. 

We hope you find something that will create the perfect 
outdoor living space for your home whether it is an urban 
terrace, formal garden or country cottage.
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All-weather Wicker

Timber

Metal & Stone

Accessories

: chairs : tables : deep seating : coffee tables : sunloungers

: benches : parasols : cushions : paint

Garden Collection Price List
158
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Ask about our bathroom, accessories, interior & kitchen collections... 
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When we first started Neptune it was in a farm workshop in Wiltshire 
with a small team of very dedicated (and dusty) individuals. This small 
space was where we designed, built and tested everything. 

We are now a team of over 100 designers, carpenters and painters in 
a bigger building, but with exactly the same passion. From the design 
right through to the delivery we make sure every detail and every 
material reflects our commitment to quality, design and affordability.

We are not just a team of design geeks though. Once you have 
chosen a piece of furniture for you garden we want to help you get it 
home, help you care for it, and offer you full support if you have any 
problems. Our guarantees and aftercare products combined with our 
service team are all designed to give you real peace of mind. 

Our aim is to keep creating new and innovative designs, constructed 
from beautiful, raw materials, for an extremely affordable price so that 
you can enjoy choosing Neptune furniture for many years to come. 

Who we are
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Ask about our bathroom, accessories, interior & kitchen collections... 
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What we do
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Your experience is key to everything 
we do here at Neptune. From the initial 
design concept to our aftercare service, 
developing the right experience from 
start to finish is what drives us. 

For 2013 our design team has been hard 
at work improving our existing ranges 
as well as developing several exciting 
new additions to our collection. Whether 
you have a contemporary urban roof 
terrace or an informal country cottage 
we have focused on designing beautiful 
weathered willow or sleek stone 
collections that will suit any setting. 

Each collection uses the best quality 
materials, robust engineering and 
traditional construction techniques to 
ensure they really stand the test of time. 

OUR MATERIALS 
Over the years we have built a huge 
knowledge base of the best materials 
and how to make the most of them 
in both design and manufacturing.

TIMBER
Where you see the FSC promotional 
label we have used timber, which 
complies with the exacting standards 
of the Forest Stewardship Council. Teak 
has been used extensively which is by 
far the best timber for outdoor use. 

ALL-WEATHER WICKER 
Ours is completely unique. It is 
beautifully soft and elegant in 
appearance and feel, yet it can 
withstand the long term damaging 
effect of sun, temperature and water. 

METAL 
Our metal products are galvanised 
and powder coated to protect 
against the elements.

STONE 
Solid natural granite has been used 
in many ranges as it is the perfect 
natural materials which with the 
right cover will outlive the garden!

WOOD TREATMENT 
We have also applied this knowledge 
when creating some of our aftercare 
products and have developed our new 
IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil for exterior use. 
Neptune IsoGuard™ is a unique product 
that protects your wood from elemental 
changes in one simple application. 
We recommend an annual treatment 
of your teak furniture with IsoGuard™ 
to ensure it remains fully protected. 
There is more information 
about IsoGuard™ on p.156.
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Product Guarantee
Here’s a plain English version of our 
guarantee. If you are a lover of legalese, 
the technical bit follows in the T’s 
and C’s section. Fundamentally, our 
aim is to deal with any claim fairly.

Neptune uses traditional 
manufacturing techniques and 
high quality materials in everything 
that we do. Our extensive product 
testing and quality control along 
with our customer oriented approach 
mean that we can offer a range 
of long lasting guarantees for our 
collections. All of our items come 
with an automatic 1 year guarantee. 
This is extendable at no extra cost 
by registration of your purchase at:

www.neptune.com/ProductRegistration

This plain English explanation 
of our guarantee is subject to 
the Terms & Conditions.
 
Neptune’s guarantee is against 
manufacturing defects in materials 
or workmanship. It does not extend 
to damage resulting from misuse 
and normal wear and tear or to 
exterior appearance or colour 
and colour fastness on fabrics 
which will change over time 
depending on storage conditions, 
natural light and other factors.

If Neptune finds a product or part 
defective, we will first try to repair 
the item. If we cannot repair it we 
will replace the product or part 
with an equal or greater value 
item from our current range.

Additional Information:

A note on rust: Our metal exterior 
furniture is treated with several 
coatings to help prevent surface rust. 
Nevertheless, day to day weathering 
and usage may lead to a deterioration 
in the protective layer which may result 
in some rust becoming visible. This 
surface rust is normally superficial and 
can be treated. You can therefore take 
steps to prevent or remove surface 
rusting and we do not cover this 
under the terms of our guarantee. We 
will be delighted to provide advice in 
this area to anyone who would like 
it. Any structural or manufacturing 
defects are, of course, still covered.

Paint Colours: Paint colours are liable 
to change over time depending on 
various factors such as exposure 
to sunlight and moisture in the 
environment. Additionally, as our 
paint is produced using natural 
pigments and chemicals, there can be 
some colour variance across different 
batches. We recommend, therefore that 
when more than one tin of the same 
colour is to be used, the tins are mixed 
together prior to use. Further, when 
redecorating a previously painted area, 
we recommend complete repainting 
rather than “spot” repairing for the 
most beautiful, consistent finish.

Terms & Conditions:

1. Our extended guarantees start 
from the date of delivery.

2. Our extended guarantees apply to 
Mainland UK domestic customers only.

3. Neptune requires proof of purchase.

4. Neptune must be notified of any defect 
and given the opportunity to remedy it; 
any remedial work carried out by a third 
party may invalidate any guarantee.

5. The product has not been misused 
or handled carelessly and has not 
been wilfully damaged, neglected 
or used in abnormal conditions.

6. The product has not been modified, 
altered or transformed in any way and 
repairs have not been attempted by 
anyone other than Neptune staff or in 
any way in contrast to Neptune advice.

7. Appropriate maintenance must be 
carried out in accordance to Neptune 
care instructions. Neptune will not be 
responsible for any defects due to the 
application of any treatment product other 
than Neptune recommended products.

8. The guarantee does not apply to 
usual wear and tear, meaning dents 
or scratches or normal deterioration 
that is received by regular use. It does 
not cover any deterioration due to 
the usual weathering process such 
as fading, cracking and splitting.

9. Water and fire damage is excluded 
from the guarantee.

10. If a product has to be replaced and 
that particular product is no longer 
available Neptune reserves the right 
to use an alternative similar product.

11. The cost of transportation of goods to 
be repaired or exchanged is covered for 
Mainland UK only and only for the first 
year. Outside of these time constraints 
the transportation costs to Neptune’s 
head office are the responsibility of the 
consumer, unless otherwise agreed.

12. The lifetime guarantee is valid 
only for the original purchaser. The 
guarantee is not transferable.

13. Products not produced by Neptune 
are not covered by the Neptune 
guarantee but by the product 
manufacturer’s guarantee.

14. Your statutory rights are unaffected. “ The quality is remembered long 
after the price is forgotten”

98 neptune.com



Cadiz
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Inspired by the great Spanish city of Cadiz, these fabulous 
designs would be perfect for enjoying a glass of Rioja or a 
jug of Pimms. Elegant and sophisticated, the Cadiz chairs 
have an organic, comfortable curve for real relaxation; whilst 
the tables with their flowing barrel style pedestal base are 
perfect for cosying up with friends.

New for 2013, our Cadiz range uses a new extremely 
durable textured weave that really enhances the natural 
look in your garden. The wicker is softly sculptured in 
elegant tones and the stylish design combines to provide 
the perfect outdoor dining experience.

In this range :

Cadiz
NewNew

neptune.com



Cadiz

145 Diner 6

1312

New
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 145 Armchair 6
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Cadiz sets
16

165 Diner 8Cadiz 145 Diner 6
ZSC-CAD-30

1 x Cadiz 145cm Table

6 x Cadiz Dining Chair & Cushions

1 x Riviera Aluminium 3.0m Parasol - Natural

Cadiz 145 Armchair 6
ZSC-CAD-32

1 x Cadiz 145cm Table

6 x Cadiz Armchair & Cushions

1 x Riviera Aluminium 3.0m Parasol - Natural

Cadiz 165 Diner 8
ZSC-CAD-31

1 x Cadiz 165cm Table

8 x Cadiz Dining Chair & Cushions

1 x Rivera Aluminium 3.5m Parasol - Natural

Cadiz 165 Armchair 8
ZSC-CAD-33

1 x Cadiz 165cm Table

8 x Cadiz Armchair & Cushions

1 x Rivera Aluminium 3.5m Parasol - Natural

New
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We wanted to bring a little bit of Venetian style and culture 
to the beautiful English countryside, so we designed the 
Murano: elegant, architectural shapes that offer stylish 
comfort, convivial versatility and real relaxation. The 
modular furniture, comfortable armchairs, sunloungers 
and coffee tables offer great flexibility so you can kick 
back with a good book or plan a garden party for friends. 

Each frame is made from thick sections of aluminium 
that are welded together and powder coated to 
guarantee longevity and withstand the harshest 
winters. Our hand weavers use traditional techniques 
to achieve the beautiful finish, which is complemented 
by our new stylish Warm Slate cushions. 

Our sunlounger has also been given a thorough 
re-design and now features a hydraulic backrest 
and stylish stainless steel handles. 

So go ahead and create inviting sofas, sociable 
corner combinations and relaxed seating for 
the ultimate in chic outdoor living. 

In this range :

Murano 

neptune.com
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Murano Modular
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Murano Modular Combination 1
ZSM-MUR-12

1 x Murano Sofa Armchair - Warm Slate

1 x Murano Modular Sofa - Left Arm - Warm Slate

1 x Murano Modular Sofa - Right Arm - Warm Slate

1 x Murano/Pesaro 100x60cm Coffee Table

Murano Modular Combination 2 
ZSM-MUR-15

2 x Murano Sofa Armchair - Warm Slate

1 x Murano Modular Sofa - Left Arm - Warm Slate

1 x Murano Modular Sofa - Right Arm - Warm Slate

1 x Murano Modular Sofa - Mid Section - Warm Slate

2 x Murano/Pesaro 100x60cm Coffee Table

Murano Modular Combination 3
ZSM-MUR-18

1 x Murano Modular Sofa - Corner - Warm Slate

1 x Murano Sofa Armchair - Warm Slate

1 x Murano Modular Sofa - Left Arm - Warm Slate

1 x Murano Modular Sofa - Right Arm - Warm Slate

4 x Murano Modular Sofa - Mid Section - Warm Slate

1 x Murano/Pesaro 100x60cm Coffee Table

Deep Seating Sets
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Murano



Sunlounger Sets

Murano Sunlounger - Seats 1
ZSM-MUR-09

1 x Murano Sunlounger & Cushion

1 x Murano Side Table with Parasol Support

1 x Roma 2.5m Parasol - Natural

26 27

Murano Sunlounger 2 - Seats 2
ZSM-MUR-10

2 x Murano Sunlounger & Cushions

1 x Murano Side Table with Parasol Support

1 x Roma 3m Parasol - Natural
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Nestled on the coast of the Adriatic, amongst the rich and 
varied landscapes of the Italian Marches, lies the fishing 
port of Pesaro. Our curvy Pesaro collection is designed to 
reflect the relaxed seaside atmosphere of this elegant city.
Each seating option has a deeply curved back for the 
ultimate in comfort as well as offering a subtle style that is 
equally at home inside or out.

Made from our extraordinary All-Weather Wicker, this 
range is designed to give years of lasting pleasure. The 
authentic weave will simply last and last and is woven 
around a robust powder coated aluminium frame that 
offers equal durability. 

Looking for a more informal area to relax and watch the 
sun go down?

New for 2013 we have introduced a deep seating range 
consisting of an enticing sofa and cosy armchairs.
Add to this a handy glass top coffee table and we are sure 
you will be making space in your garden in no time!

In this range :

150 Armchair 6

Pesaro
New

neptune.com



Pesaro

Deep Seating Sofa Set

30 31

NewNew
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150 Armchair 6

Pesaro
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Pesaro Sets
150 Armchair 6

34 35

Pesaro 120 Carver 4 (no parasol)

ZSP-PES-02S

1 x Pesaro 120cm Table - Without Parasol Hole

4 x Pesaro Chair & Cushions

Pesaro 150 Carver 6
ZSP-PES-04S

1 x Pesaro 150cm Table - With Parasol Hole

6 x Pesaro Chair & Cushions

1 x Roma Black Aluminium 3.0m Parasol - Natural

Pesaro Sofa Set
ZSP-PES-09

1 x Pesaro 2 Seater Sofa & Cushions

2 x Pesaro Sofa Armchairs & Cushions

1 x Pesaro 100x60cm Coffee Table

Pesaro 175 Carver 8
ZSP-PES-07S

1 x Pesaro 175cm Table - With Parasol Hole

8 x Pesaro Chair & Cushions

1 x Roma Black Aluminium 3.5m Parasol - Natural

34
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Sofa 4

Seattle is the northernmost and largest city in the Pacific 
Northwest. It is named after Chief Stealth Seattle, of the 
Duwamish and Suquamish native tribes, and is one of 
the largest metropolitan areas in the United States.

Like Rome, the city is said to lie on seven hills 
and it’s this early European link with today’s 
modern cosmopolitan lifestyle that have formed 
to inspire our new Seattle collection.

This collection is made from a 3mm resin 
weave in a chic bark colour and complimented 
with a toughened glass table top.

It is available as a 100cm or 130cm round table as giving 
you seating options for between 4 and 6 people and 
finished with natural cushions and a Roma Parasol.

In this range :

Seattle

neptune.com
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100 Carver 4

Seattle
neptune.com
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130 Carver 6

Seattle
40
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Seattle 130 Carver 6
ZSS-SEA-02

1 x Seattle 130cm Table

6 x Seattle Carver Chair & Cushions

1 x Roma 3.0m Parasol - Natural

Seattle 100 Carver 4
ZSS-SEA-01

1 x Seattle 100cm Table

4 x Seattle Carver Chair & Cushions

1 x Roma 2.5m Parasol - Natural

130 Carver 6

Seattle Sets



Bordeaux
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From the moment we saw the first Bordeaux 
table we knew that, like fine Claret, our 
Bordeaux will only get better and better.

The traditional style is simple and sophisticated, with 
pedestal legs to offer generous seating space. Paired with 
our softly textured Valence all-weather weave armchairs 
you have the perfect combination of comfort and style. 

To complement our Bordeaux range is the 150cm 
round table, which retains all the splendour of 
our existing rectangular tables, and will make 
a stunning centre piece in any garden. 

Our Bordeaux rectangular tables are hewn from 
large sections of solid teak timber, and show off the 
elegance and durability of this stunning wood. The 
Bordeaux 150cm round table is made from oak, a solid 
and well weathering wood, perfect for the garden.

Available in a choice of 150cm round, 200x90 rectangular, 
290x90 rectangular, this stunning collection will be the 
centre piece in any garden especially when coupled 
with our Valence all-weather weave armchairs.

In this range :

Bordeaux

neptune.com

We recommend using IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil 
for preserving the finish of unpainted wood.
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Grand Valence 16



Bordeaux
4948

150 Pesaro 6
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Bordeaux

290 Valence 8



Bordeaux 150 Pesaro 6
ZSB-BOR-07

1 x 150cm Oak Table

6 x Pesaro Carver & Cushions

1 x Antibes Polished Aluminium 3.0m Parasol

Bordeaux 200x90 Valence 6
ZSB-BOR-04

1 x 200 Rectangular Teak Table

6 x Valence Armchair & Cushions

1 x Antibes Aluminium 3.1x2.2m Parasol - Natural

1 x 50mm Under Table Parasol Lock

200 Valence 6

5352

Bordeaux sets

Bordeaux 290x90 Valence 8
ZSB-BOR-05

1 x 290 Rectangular Teak Table

8 x Valence Armchair & Cushions

1 x Antibes Aluminium 3.1x2.2m Parasol - Natural

1 x 50mm Under Table Parasol Lock

Bordeaux Grand Valence 16
ZSB-BOR-06

2 x 290 Rectangular Teak Table

16 x Valence Armchair & Cushions

2 x Antibes Aluminium 3.1x2.2m Parasol - Natural

2 x 50mm Under Table Parasol Lock
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Tuscany is known for its gorgeous landscapes, its 
rich artistic legacy and its influence on high culture. 
Regarded as the true birthplace of the Italian 
Renaissance, it has been home to many influential 
people in the history of arts and science including 
Botticelli, Michaelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci.

Renowned for its natural beauty, it evokes 
images of relaxed evenings spent under the 
setting sun and this has led to the inspiration 
for our new Tuscany collection for 2013.

The collection includes a 250x90cm solid teak beam 
table, providing seating for up to 8 guests.
This is finished with our revolutionary IsoGuard™ 
Treatment Oil to provide additional protection to the table 
surface. Combined with our new Tuscany All-Weather 
Wicker chairs and sleek Antibes 3x2 rectangular parasol, 
the mix of classic materials and contemporary design make 
Tuscany a perfect choice to blend into any surroundings. 

In this range :

Tuscany
NewNew

neptune.com
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New
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Tuscany 250X90cm Arm 8
ZST-TUS-01

1 x Tuscany 250x90cm Table

8 x Tuscany Armchair & Cushions

1 x Antibes 3.1x2.2m Parasol

1 x 50mm Under Table Parasol Lock

New
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As one of our original sets, Bristol is testament 
to the popularity and practicality of teak.

As fashions come and go, and materials gain 
ascendancy from time to time, teak quietly continues 
to lead the field. Why? Simply put, teak is unique 
amongst materials. Put a piece of teak in a dark 
damp environment for ten years. Rediscover it, clean 
it up and you will find it is just as good as new.

Seating 6 people around this functional and classic 
oval extending table offers a luxurious dining 
experiences. With its beautiful curved end design 
and the flexibility to add additional seating, this 
table combined with our 4 position teak recliners 
and classic parasol gives you comfort and style while 
enjoying the splendour of this most traditional set.

In this range :

Bristol

We recommend using IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil 
for preserving the finish of unpainted wood.

neptune.com

Bristol Premier 6 Stone
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Bristol Premier 6 Natural 
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Bristol Premier 6
ZST-PRE-09

1 x Bristol  200-240x110cm Oval Table

6 x Oxford 4 Position Recliners

6 x Boxed Recliner Cushions

1 x Classic 3.5m ParasolCushions & Parasols 
available in two colours:

Natural

Stone 

Bristol Premier 6
Natural (left)

Stone (below)

limited edition
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Known as one of the wonders of the Peak District, 
Chatsworth stands on the banks of the River Derwent in 
North Derbyshire and is most famous for its grand stately 
home and gardens.

In 1826 a twenty-three-year-old named Joseph Paxton, 
who had been trained at Kew Gardens, was appointed 
head gardener at Chatsworth. The 6th Duke had inherited 
Chatsworth fifteen years earlier and had previously shown 
little interest in improving the neglected garden. He soon 
formed a productive and extravagantly funded partnership 
with Paxton, who proved to be the most innovative 
garden designer of his era, and remains the greatest single 
influence on Chatsworth’s gardens.

The influences of this era led to our Chatsworth collection, 
which consists of a 150cm table seating 6 in comfort 
with integral granite lazy Susan. Mixing classic and 
contemporary has made Chatsworth one of our most 
popular collections and a Neptune favourite!

Teamed with our teak 4 position recliners and luxury 
cushions in a variety of colours these sets are traditional 
classics. With the addition of granite to offer a contemporary 
twist, Chatsworth will be at home in any surroundings.

In this range :

We recommend using IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil 
for preserving the finish of unpainted wood.

Chatsworth

neptune.com
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Chatsworth

150 Vogue 6

Chatsworth 150 Vogue 6
ZST-VOG-01

1 x Chatsworth 150cm Table

6 x Oxford 4 Position Recliners

6 x Boxed Recliner Cushions

1 x Antibes Aluminium 3.0m Parasol

68
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Made prominent by its medieval university, the city of 
Oxford is known as The City of Dreaming Spires, a term 
coined by poet Matthew Arnold in reference to the 
harmonious architecture of Oxford’s university buildings. 

It’s the city’s historic beginnings that led us to select this 
for one of our classic collections. Comprising of 2 large 
round tables with a seating capacity of between 6 and 8 
people, Oxford remains one of our most popular teak sets. 
Stainless Steel rods reinforce the legs of the table, thereby 
providing you with the maximum legroom and the most 
comfortable positioning.

The large teak round table top with granite Lazy Susan 
promotes an inviting ambience and teamed with our 
4 position recliners and luxury cushions and parasol 
offers traditional English style for any garden. Built-to-
last construction techniques, classic design and quality 
materials all combine to offer the ultimate in outdoor 
entertaining and relaxation.

Teak adds traditional English style to any garden!

In this range :

We recommend using IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil 
for preserving the finish of unpainted wood.

Oxford

neptune.com
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Oxford 175 Premier 8 in Stone
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Oxford 175 Premier 8
ZST-PRE-03

1 x Oxford 175cm Round Table

1 x Granite 75cm Lazy Susan

8 x Oxford 4 Position Recliners

8 x Boxed Recliner Cushions

1 x Classic 3.5m Parasol

Oxford 150 Premier 6
ZST-PRE-08

1 x Oxford 150cm Round Table

1 x Granite 60cm Lazy Susan

6 x Oxford 4 Position Recliners

6 x Boxed Recliner Cushions

1 x Classic 3.5m Parasol

Oxford 150 Premier 6

Oxford

Cushions & Parasols 
available in two colours:

Natural

Stone 

limited edition

limited edition
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Winchester is an historic cathedral city and ancient 
capital of Wessex and the Kingdom of England. It 
developed from the Roman town of Venta Belgarum 
and its major landmark is Winchester Cathedral, one of 
the largest cathedrals in England, with the distinction 
of having the longest nave and overall length of all 
Gothic cathedrals in Europe. The city’s architectural 
and historic interest and its fast links to other towns 
and cities have led Winchester to become one of the 
most expensive and desirable areas of the country.

It is this grandeur that led us to the pinnacle 
of our teak collection, our Winchester Double 
Butterfly table. This table is uniquely designed 
to provide the ultimate in garden entertaining 
and provides seating for up to 12 people.

Our double butterfly system is a simple and practical 
concept and the best garden extending system on the 
market. Being set either side of the parasol the extensions 
can be utilised without the need to move the parasol.

The understated style and careful design of every last 
detail ensures an unsurpassed and timeless elegance.

In this range :

Winchester

We recommend using IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil 
for preserving the finish of unpainted wood.

neptune.com
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Winchester Butterfly 10

78



Winchester
81

Winchester Butterfly 8
ZST-PRE-07

1 x Winchester 220-320 x 95cm Butterfly Table

8 x Oxford 4 Position Recliners

8 x Boxed Recliner Cushions

1 x Antibes Polished Aluminium 3.1x2.2m Parasol

1 x Large Parasol Base Plate & Tube (50mm)

Winchester Butterfly 10
ZST-PRE-05

1 x Winchester 220-320 x 95cm Butterfly Table

10 x Oxford 4 Position Recliners

10 x Boxed Recliner Cushions

1 x Antibes Polished Aluminium 3.1x2.2m Parasol

1 x Large Parasol Base Plate & Tube (50mm)

80
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Bring a touch of East Coast glamour to your 
garden with our seriously stylish and supremely 
comfortable Hampton Sunloungers. Constructed 
from quality teak and carefully crafted for comfort 
our Sunloungers offer multiple positions making 
them perfect for catching up on your favourite book 
or simply basking in the glorious summer sun. 

With the added benefit of optional thick luxurious 
cushions to soak the days stresses away, who can 
resist the temptation to kick back and relax.

In this range :

Hampton

We recommend using IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil 
for preserving the finish of unpainted wood.

neptune.com
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Deluxe Sunlounger  -  16  Di f ferent  Combinat ions

Deluxe Sunlounger & Cushion
ZST-HAM-04

1 x Teak Deluxe Sunlounger

1 x Boxed Sunlounger Cushion

84

Natural Olive

Cushions available in two colours:
limited edition
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A favourite long-standing range, our Chelsea collection 
is inspired by the strong artistic café culture of London’s 
famous borough. Comfortable chairs and perfectly sized 
tables create the perfect setting for a coffee and chat.

The flowing curves of galvanised grey-green steel are 
married to tough FSC hardwood Robinia, which is given a 
superbly durable top coat. The collection would add chic 
to any brasserie or private terrace, and each piece folds 
away neatly making it very easy to store. 

In this range :

Chelsea

neptune.com



... Folding for 
easy storage

Chelsea
8988
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The Isle of Portland is a limestone tied island in the  
English Channel.

It is a central part of the Jurassic Coast, a World Heritage Site 
on the Dorset and east Devon coast, important for its geology 
and landforms.

Portland stone, famous for its use in British and world 
architecture, including St Paul’s Cathedral and the United 
Nations Headquarters, continues to be quarried in the area.

Our popular Portland Range is made from a composite stone 
and is classically designed to offer the look and feel of natural 
Portland stone without the price tag.

Table sizes include a 100cm, 130cm, 160cm round and 280cm 
rectangular giving you seating possibilities from 4 to 10. This 
set can be teamed with both our Valence & Pesaro Chairs for a 
classically British look.

In this range :
      

130 Pesaro 6

Portland

neptune.com
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www.neptune.com160 Pesaro 8
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Portland 130 Pesaro 6
ZSP-POR-03

1 x Portland 130cm table

6 x Pesaro Armchair & Natural Cushions

Portland 160 Pesaro 8
ZSP-POR-05

1 x Portland 160cm table

8 x Pesaro Armchair & Natural Cushions

Portland 100 Pesaro 4
ZSP-POR-01

1 x Portland 100cm table

4 x Pesaro Armchair & Natural Cushions

Portland 280 Valence 10
ZSP-POR-08

1 x Portland 280x95cm table

10 x Valence Armchair & Natural Cushions

Portland 280 Valence 10280 Valence 10
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Inspired by the popularity of our beautiful range of Portland 
tables we have designed a new classic for Neptune, The 
Groveland. This range of elegant tables will bring a timeless, 
sculptural quality to your garden with its distinctive pedestal 
legs and burnished stone finish. 

Designed in a range of generous round and oval sizes, the 
Groveland will give a sense of occasion to cosy evenings for 
two or parties for eight. The composite stone is durable, tactile 
and stylish; an ideal combination for English summers!

Table sizes include a 130cm round and 250cm oval allowing 
you to seat 4 to 8. Team with our Pesaro Chairs for a relaxed, 
sophisticated look.

In this range :

Groveland
NewNew

neptune.com
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www.neptune.com130 Pesaro 6

New New
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Oval Pesaro 8
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Groveland Oval Pesaro 8
ZSG-GRO-02

1 x Groveland Oval 250cm table

8 x Pesaro Carvers & Natural Cushions

Groveland 130 Pesaro 6
ZSG-GRO-01

1 x Groveland 130cm table

6 x Pesaro Carvers & Natural Cushions

Oval Pesaro 8

New New
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Lucca is Tuscany’s best-kept secret. With its majestic 
walls, medley of piazzas, tiny churches and cobbled 
lanes it is overflowing with culture, beauty and 
interest. We have taken some of the pretty Renaissance 
detailing from this stunning city and created the 
Lucca range with its delicate cut out tabletops, curved 
steel frame and elegant powder coated finish. 

The fully galvanised frame, comfortable curves and 
natural seat and back cushions complete the look and 
feel of this supremely elegant and timeless collection, 
that like its namesake will only get better with age. 

In this range :

Lucca

neptune.com
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Lucca

Lucca 170x90cm Carver 6
ZSL-LUC-01

1 x Lucca 170x90cm Table

6 x Lucca Carver & Cushions 

1 x Riviera 3x2m Parasol - Natural
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We wanted to create a range that was unashamedly 
glamorous. So we came up with the Monaco. Stunning 
washed granite table tops are given a deep, elegant 
Roman edge. Extravagant curved bases are matched by 
stylishly crafted armchairs with curved backs and fanned 
cushions. 

Frames are fully galvanised and have a powder coated 
finish rendering them perfect for the British elements. So 
just sit back and enjoy the Monaco way of life, everything 
else has been taken care of.

In this range :

Monaco

neptune.com
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Monaco

170x95 Armchair 6



280x95 Armchair 10

Monaco
115114

280x95 Armchair 10 in Natural
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280x95 Armchair 10
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Sofa 4

Monaco Sofa 4

Monaco Sofa 4
ZSM-MON-17

1 x Monaco 2 Seater Sofa & Cushions

2 x Monaco Sofa Armchair & Cushions

1 x Monaco Granite100 x 60cm Coffee Table

118

Monaco sets

Monaco 170x95 Armchair 6
ZSM-MON-15

1 x Monaco Granite 170 x 95cm Table

6 x Monaco Stacking Armchair & Cushions

1 x Roma Black Aluminium 3.2x2.1m Parasol

1 x 11kg Parasol Base

Monaco 280x95 Armchair 10
ZSM-MON-16

1 x Monaco Granite 280 x 95cm Table

10 x Monaco Stacking Armchair & Cushions

1 x Roma Black Aluminium 3.2x2.1m Parasol

Cushions for 
armchairs available 
in two colours:

Natural

Olive
limited edition
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Inspired by this famous sun-drenched city in the South 
of France, the Montpellier combines elegant frames 
with classical mosaic design. Our latest tabletops 
are exquisitely hand crafted from mellow limestone 
and marble to create a classical style reminiscent 
of the intricate floors of ancient Roman villas.

Supported on elegant frames, created in a limestone 
powder coated finish, this collection would contrast 
and enhance any garden setting. The specialist 
finishing treatment ensures that the collection 
is perfectly happy outside all year round. 

In this range :

Montpellier

neptune.com

limited edition
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Relax 4 in Natural

Montpellier
122

limited edition



Montpellier
125

130 Diner 6 in Natural

124

limited edition



Montpellier Mosaic 170x95 Diner 6
ZSM-MTP-12

1 x Montpellier 170 x 95cm Table

6 x Montpellier Dining Chair & Cushions

1 x 3.0m Roma Stone Parasol - Warm Slate

Montpellier sets
127

Montpellier Armchair & Cushion
ZSM-MTP-13

1 x Montpellier Sofa Armchair & Cushion

Montpellier 2 Seater Bench & Cushions
ZSM-MTP-14

1 x Montpellier 2 Seater Bench & Cushions

Montpellier Mosaic Relax 4
ZSM-MTP-16

1 x Montpellier 2 Seater Bench & Cushions

2 x Montpellier Sofa Armchair & Cushions

1 x Montpellier 100x60cm Coffee Table

Montpellier Mosaic 130 Diner 6
ZSM-MTP-11

1 x Montpellier 130cm Round Table

6 x Montpellier Dining Chair & Cushions

1 x 3.0m Roma Stone Parasol - Warm Slate

126126

170x95 Diner 6 in Olive

Natural

Warm Slate
Cushions & Parasols 
available in two colours:

Natural

Warm Slate
Cushions for 
benches available 
in three colours:

Olive

limited edition

limited edition

limited edition

limited edition

limited edition
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We couldn’t resist creating a little bit of Provencal sunshine 
with this perfect marriage of French style, beautiful natural 
stone and delicate metal frames. The polished granite 
tabletops are hewn from ancient rock face, meaning each 
piece is unique to you.

Frames are protected from the elements by powdercoating 
over a galvanised finish. Choose the size that suits, be 
it a cosy table for two for the early morning coffee and 
croissants, or the grand six seater for evening gatherings 
of family and friends. 

Our larger Provence sets come with our Roma parasols 
which closely match the colour of the table bases and 
have a smooth crank system. 

In this range :

Provence

neptune.com
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75 Tea for Two &
75x75 Diner 2



133

Provence

100 Armchair 4

132
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Provence Sunlounger & Cushion
ZSP-PRO-21

1 x Provence Sunlounger & Cushion

Provence 75x75 Armchair 2
ZSP-PRO-17

1 x Provence 75 x 75cm Square Table

2 x Provence Armchair & Cushions

Provence 75 Tea for Two

Provence 75x75 Diner 2

ZSP-PRO-15

ZSP-PRO-16

1 x Provence 75cm Round Table

2 x Provence Dining Chair & Cushions

1 x Provence 75 x 75cm Square Table

2 x Provence Dining Chair & Cushions

Provence 100 Armchair 4
ZSP-PRO-18

1 x Provence 100cm Round Table

4 x Provence Armchair & Cushions

1 x Roma 2.5m Parasol - Natural

Provence 130 Armchair 6
ZSP-PRO-19

1 x Provence 130cm Round Table

6 x Provence Armchair & Cushions

1 x Roma 3.0m Parasol - Natural

Sunlounger

Provence Sets



Benches
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Our bench collection has undergone a 
makeover for 2013 and from here on we will 
supply all of our benches in solid teak. 

Teak is such a beautiful, durable material that is just perfect 
for the unpredictable seasons, and whether you choose 
to treat your bench with our IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil, 
or leave it to weather naturally to a beautiful silvery grey 
it should be a lasting, lovely addition to your garden.  

No garden should be without a bench. It is the perfect 
spot in the garden to sit and rest, enjoy a drink with 
a friend or simply stop and smell the roses. 

Benches

We recommend using IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil 
for preserving the finish of unpainted wood.

NewNew

neptune.com



Benches
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Canterbury 5ft Wave Back Bench

138

New



Canterbury 4ft Lattice Back Bench 

141

Benches
140

New



Benches
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Luytens  6ft 6 Bench

142

New



28 Original Colours
See page 154

145

Lily

Paprika

Snow Smoke

French Grey

Canterbury 5ft Lattice Back Bench 
in French Grey

144
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Bring a sculptural quality to your garden with our new 
collection of garden planters. They are the perfect focal 
point for an entranceway or path, and look beautiful 
paired with our Neptune benches. 

Made from a fibrous composite amalgamated with 
crushed stone and styled in a lead finish these planters are 
the perfect finishing touch to any garden and will enhance 
all outdoor furniture from the Neptune collection.

The planters are available in 3 sizes: 
48cm x 48cm, 60cm x 60cm & 73cm x 73cm.

Ledbury

neptune.com
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Ledbury
148

Below: Ledbury 73cm x 73cm with Monaco Sofa 4
Right: Ledbury 45cm x 45cm with Montpellier Mosaic 170x95 Diner 6
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Metal

Weave

Timber

Material Key:

Included in 
the box

Included in 
the box

Limited 
Edition

Standard
Colour

Limited
Edition

All metal chairs are now sup-
plied with the related cushions 
in one box. 
The standard colour for each 
chair is listed below. 
Additional colours can be 
bought for a limited period 
of time.

All weave chairs are now sup-
plied with the related cushions 
in one box. 
The standard colour for each 
chair is listed below. 
Additional colours can be 
bought for a limited period 
of time.

All timber chairs and cushions 
are now sold separately

Lucca Dining Cushion

Supplied with chair

Provence Dining Cushion

CUS-DIN-PRO
39cmØ

Pesaro Deep Chair / Sofa

Supplied with chair

Monaco Armchair/Sofa/
Sofa Armchair Cushion

CUS-A&B-BOX / CUS-SOF&B
42x52+53x52 / 49x64+64x64cm

Valence Armchair Cushion

Supplied with chair

Provence Armchair Cushion

CUS-S&B-HB
100x45cm

Oxford Recliner Cushion

CUS-REC-BOX
116x50cm

Montpellier Armchair Cushion

CUS-MTP-BOX
50x54cm

 Pesaro Carver Cushion

Murano Sunlounger Cushions

Supplied with chair

Supplied with chair

Provence Sunlounger Cushion

CUS-SUN-BOX
219x56cm

4ft Bench Cushion

6ft Bench Cushion

CUS-BEN4-BOX
120x46cm

CUS-LUT-162-BEN
162x43cm

Montpellier 2 Seater Cushion

CUS-MTP-BOX-X2
50x54cm(x2)

Murano Modular Cushions

Supplied with chair

Montpellier Carver Cushion

CUS-S&B-HB-PIP
100x45cm

 Seattle Dining Cushion

Supplied with chair

Tuscany Armchair Cushion,

Cadiz Dining & Armchair Cushion

Supplied with chair

Supplied with chair

  Hampton Sunlounger Cushion

CUS-SUN-BOX
219x56cm

Natural Olive Stone Warm Slate

Round & Rectangular Parasol Cover

FUR-COV-PAR-GR
FUR-COV-PAR-RECX-GR

: 11/14kg

Round Set Cover

FUR-COV-SET-RND-150-GR

: 14kg

w

h : 95cm

: 240cm w

h : 185/200cm

: 38cm

Duratex 75™ Fabric
Having used Duratex 55 & 65 for many years, we have now developed a new 
revolutionary product for our outdoor cushions, Duratex 75™. This new fabric 
is highly resistant to colour loss through fading from sunlight and ozone. This 
is due to the dyeing process in which pigment is added to the polymer melt 
before it is extruded into yarn. It is a breathable fabric making it mildew and 
rot resistant. It has a much softer touch than our previous Duratex 55 & 65 
which makes it an ideal fabric for outdoor cushions.
 
It also provides good stain resistance, is water repellent and machine 
washable at 30C.

Cushion Bag

: 50cmh

: 115cml

: 36cmw

FUR-COV-CUS-MED-GR
Holds 6 Neptune boxed recliner cushions

: 8kg

Oval Set Cover

: 95cmh

: 270cml

: 200cmw

FUR-COV-SET-OVAL-GR

: 15kg

Elasticated Straps & Ties
Cushions are held in place using ties and elasticated 
straps where necessary. All cushions come with a re-
usable zip-up bag for storage. Every cushion is made 
to exactly fit the chair.

removable & 
washable at

30oc

75

Duratex 75™ Fabric
A new softer washable fabric that is rot resistant 
and protects against colour fading. A splashproof 
coating is applied which allows small spillages to 
simply fall from the cushion.

Covers

Cushions & 
Covers

neptune.com

Our extremely practical, water resistant covers have been designed with 
vents to ensure the furniture underneath is allowed to breathe. They are 
made from polyester with a PU coating for the excellent protection.
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Parasol Bases 

Stone Parasol Base*

*Bases are to be used with a table and are  
 not designed for freestanding support

Base Plate & Tube*

Under Table Parasol Lock

11kg Small (36x28cm)
PAR-BAS-STN-S

15kg Medium (41x35cm)
PAR-BAS-STN-M

Base Plate & 50mm Tube
PAR-BPL-LRG-TUB-CHR

One size
PAR-BAS-TAB-LOC

Designed for use with our metal ranges of furniture 
our Roma parasols have a powdercoated graphite 
finish and a low profile finial. Our new crank system 
has a smooth ratchet system when being raised and 
a free flow method of lowering. Round 2.5m has a 
38mm mast. Round 3.0m, 3.5 and Rectangular 3x2m 
have 48mm masts.

Roma Black

Round 2.5m

Canopy & Frame PAR-ROM-25

Colours

Round 3.0m

Canopy & Frame PAR-ROM-30

Colours

Rectangular 3x2m

Canopy & Frame PAR-ROM-3x2

Colours

Round 3.5m

Canopy & Frame PAR-ROM-35

Colours

The same as our Roma Black Parasol but in an 
elegant putty finish, designed to compliment our 
Montpellier range. 48mm Mast.

Roma Stone

Round 3.0m

Canopy & Frame PAR-ROMS-30

Colours

    

The final flourish to our furniture sets, offering protection from sun and 
dew. All of our parasols have eight spokes which gives a superior shape 
and coverage over a six spoke parasol. 

The Classic and Antibes parasols each have double cast pulleys which 
provide smooth and easy operation. The canopies are sold separately for 
these items, allowing you to mix and match colours. The Roma parasols 
have a sophisticated smooth crank system. All of our Roma and Riviera 
parasols come complete with the canopies already attached. 

We suggest that you take your parasol down during windy conditions. 
Please note that our standard parasol mast diameter is 48mm, with the 
exception of the Roma Black 2.5m, which is 38mm. Our tables have 50mm 
diameter holes and we supply adapters to fit both 48mm and 38mm 
parasol masts with the tables. Our Chelsea range of tables has a 40mm 
diameter hole, so will only fit the Roma Black 2.5m parasol.
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The original parasol has been specified to the 
highest standards. The frames are made from FSC 
timber incorporating eight large section spokes and 
a thick 48mm solid mast. Engineered with an ultra-
tough resin hub and finial, each frame is designed 
for smooth running and extra strength. All that is 
left to do is to choose your canopy colour. Canopy 
available separately, 48mm mast.

Contemporary Parasol chic which has been 
designed to perfectly match our mixed material 
collections. A polished aluminium mast is coupled 
with dark stained FSC timber spokes, hub and finial, 
to create this sophisticated parasol frame. Canopy 
available separately, 48mm mast.

Our most contemporary parasol, the Riviera, comes 
in an all-aluminium finish. This is coupled with 
a smooth operating graphite crank system and 
incudes our usual eight spoke robust construction 
and 48mm mast.

Every Neptune canopy 
is manufactured from 
Duratex 55™ Fabric. 

This is a treated fabric which is guaranteed 
against rot and is colour stable. The 
mix and match modular nature of our 
canopies and frames mean that you can 
change the colour as often as you desire 
and to your own personal tastes, without 
the need to buy an entire new parasol 
(excludes Riviera and all Roma complete 
parasols).

Classic

Colours 

Antibes Riviera

Natural Olive Stone Warm Slate

Round 3.0m

Canopy & Frame PAR-ANT-30

Canopy only PAC-30

Colours

Round 3.0m

Canopy & Frame PAR-RIV-30

Colours

Round 3.5m

Canopy & Frame PAR-RIV-35

Colours

Rectangular 3x2m

Canopy & Frame PAR-RIV-3x2

Colours

Round 3.5m

Canopy & Frame PAR-35

Canopy only PAC-35  

Rectangular 3x2m

Canopy & Frame PAR-ANT-3x2

Canopy only PAC-3x2

Colours

Parasols

limited edition
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Old Chalk Dove Grey Honed Slate Lead Light

Fossil

Earth

Calico PeatLimestone Cotswold

Timber

Silver Birch Driftwood Grey Oak Fine Mahogany

Nordic

Snow Powder Blue Alpine Aqua Blue

Smoke

Mist Fog Smoke Charcoal

Spice

Salt Pink Peppercorn Paprika Juniper

Plant

Lily French Grey Moss CactusPlease note that to get an accurate 
representation of our colours, you 
should order a sample tin of your 
choice of colour.

Sample Tin
PNT-EGG-SAM

: 125ml

Original Eggshell Paint
PNT-EGG-25-(colour choice)

: 2.5 litre

Original Primer Undercoat
PNT-PRI-10

: 1 litre

We love the way our garden furniture looks when painted. It can transform 
your bench or table into something beautifully bespoke that will complement 
the colours of your house and garden perfectly. 

Our range of original paint colours are designed with nature in mind. Seven 
tonal groups reflect the natural landscape around us and each colour is 
designed to work together beautifully. Our paints are also made using the 
most up to date scientific know-how to ensure they are durable, easy to use 
and have a beautiful finish. 

To get the look you want we would recommend you follow these simple 
steps. Please note that our teak has a higher oil content than other timbers, 
so it needs a little more preparation to get the perfect finish. The result is so 
good we’ve had to stop John making off with them to paint his boat...

Original Colours

Just follow our simple steps for 
beautifully painted teak furniture...

1. Clean the surfaces to remove excess resin or debris
2. Apply an aluminium wood primer and let it dry*
3. Apply our Neptune undercoat of oil based wood primer
4. Finish with the Neptune acrylic eggshell paint of your choice
*Aluminium wood primers are easy to find in any hardware shop

Neptune Original Paint has been scientifically formulated for outdoor use and has been developed 
to withstand everyday wear and tear. Please note that, as with any exterior paint finish, this will 
deteriorate over time and will require some maintenance depending on the environment that it is in.

neptune.com
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IsoGuard™ Exterior Topcoat 
& Primer Kit
ISOG-NAT-SET

: 0.5 litre x2

is a unique product that 
protects your wood from 
the elements. The clever 
part is how it works. Instead 
of applying a layer on top 
of your timber, IsoGuard™ 
is designed to penetrate 
the timber surface and 
bond with each wood fibre 
at a molecular level. More 
importantly IsoGuard™ does 
not like to bond to itself. 

This advanced technology 
offers several major benefits. 
Firstly, it means that one 
application of both the 
primer and top coat is 
all you need. In fact a 
further application will not 
achieve anything at all! 

This means that the 
character of the wood is 
completely retained as there 
is no surface build up. 

Finally it means that any 
repairs are wonderfully 
simple as a second 
treatment will only react 
with unprotected wood 
created by the damage 
or subsequent repair. 

Ensure that your piece of 
furniture is completely clean 
and dry. IsoGuard™ will not 
be able to cure if the timber 
is damp.  You are then ready 
to apply a thin layer of our 
IsoGuard™ Primer. This needs 
to be applied with a lint free 
cloth. Once the primer has 
dried our IsoGuard™ Top 
Coat can be applied. Your 
furniture is now protected, 
it really is that simple!

Please note: the IsoGuard™ 
treatment requires 
24-36 hours curing time 
before the surface will be 
sufficiently protected and 
it will take a full 3 weeks 
to completely cure. 

We recommend an annual 
treatment of your furniture 
with IsoGuard™ to ensure 
it remains fully protected. 

Cleaning your timber garden 
furniture is also very easy. 
Once the curing process is 
complete you are able to 
wash your timber with a 
warm soapy wood cleaner 
which is widely available.

IsoGuard™ will protect 
your wood against most 
accidents, including spillages 
of water, tea, coffee, wine, 
fizzy drinks, vinegar, olive 
oil, milk and lemon juice. 
However we do recommend 
that you wipe up spillages 
as soon as you find them. 
In the unlikely event that 
your furniture does mark 
it is very easy to rectify by 
simply sanding the area with 
a 180-220 Grit paper and 
re-applying IsoGuard™ top 
coat with a cloth. Leave for 
10 minutes and remove any 
excess – problem solved!

If you wish to keep your 
wooden table’s original 
colouring we recommend 
applying IsoGuard™ as soon 
as possible after purchase. 
This will ensure the beautiful 
nutty brown colouring 
will remain intact and will 
not weather to it’s natural 
silver-grey. If applied after 
weathering has occurred 
the colour will not change 
and the natural silver 
grey finish will remain. 

Above all the application 
retains a natural finish to 
your furniture whatever 
your chosen colour.

Neptune 
IsoGuard™ 

How to treat 
your furniture

Cleaning your 
timber

When should you 
treat your furniture?

neptune.com



w

h : 74cm

: 145cm

145cm Round Table
Cadiz

CAD-TAB-145

: 4-6

: 60kg
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Dining Chair & Cushion
Cadiz

: 90cmh

: 61cmd

: 47cmw

CAD-CHA-DIN-NAT

: 10kg

Armchair & Cushion
Cadiz

: 90cmh

: 65cmd

: 59cmw

CAD-CHA-ARM-NAT

:11kg

w

h : 3.2cm

: 60cm

60cm Lazy Susan
Cadiz

CAD-LAZ-060-GLA

: 4-6

: 13kg

w

h : 74cm

: 165cm

165cm Round Table
Cadiz

CAD-TAB-165

: 6-8

: 72kg

Cadiz
All-Weather Wicker

Armchair & Cushion
Valence

: 86cmh

: 65cmd

: 64cmw

VALG-CHA-WIC-ARM

: 9.75kg

200cm Rectangular Table - Teak
Bordeaux

: 73cmh

: 200cml

: 90cmw

BOR-TAB-200x090

: 4-6

: 58kg

150cm Round Table -Oak
Bordeaux

: 73cmh

: 150cml

BOR-TAB-150

: 4-6

: 77kg

290cm Rectangular Table - Teak
Bordeaux

: 73cmh

: 290cml

: 90cmw

BOR-TAB-290x090

: 6-8

: 84 kg

Bordeaux
Solid Oak & Teak

Carver Chair & Cushion
Pesaro

: 84cmh

: 74cmd

: 62cmw

PESG-CHA-001

: 10kg

Looks great with...

Sunlounger & Cushion
Murano

: 37-99cmh

: 203cml

: 66cmw

: 50cmw

MURG-SUN-200X65

: 20kg

Right Arm Sofa & Cushion
Murano Modular

: 86cmh

: 86cml

: 67cmw

MUR-MOD-ARMR

: 25kg

Mid Section Sofa & Cushion
Murano Modular

: 86cmh

: 86cml

: 60cmw

MUR-MOD-MID

: 25kg

Left Arm Sofa & Cushion
Murano Modular

: 86cmh

: 86cml

: 67cmw

MUR-MOD-ARML

: 25kg

Corner Sofa & Cushion
Murano Modular

: 86cmh

: 86cml

: 86cmw

MUR-MOD-COR

: 30kg

Sofa Armchair & Cushion
Murano

: 86cmh

: 86cml

: 74cmw

MUR-SOF-ARM

: 30kg

Glass Coffee Table
Murano / Pesaro

: 46cmh

: 100cml

: 58cmw

MURG-TAB-006

: 15kg

Side Table With Parasol Support
Murano 

: 37cmh

MUR-TAB-SID

: 50kg

Murano
All-Weather Willow

158 neptune.com

: 67cm

: 66cm

: 65cm
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Carver Chair & Cushion
Pesaro

: 84cmh

: 74cmd

: 62cmw

PESG-CHA-001

: 10kg

Deep Chair & Cushion
Pesaro

: 91cmh

: 80cmd

: 91cmw

PES-SOF-ARM

: 10kg

2 Seater Sofa & Cushions
Pesaro

: 84cmh

: 74cmd

: 120cmw

PES-SOF2

: 20kg

w

h : 72cm

: 120cm

120cm Glass Round Table
Pesaro

PESG-TAB-005

: 2-4

: 22kg

w

h : 72cm

: 150cm

150cm Glass Round Table
Pesaro

PESG-TAB-006

: 4-6

: 27kg

w

h : 72cm

: 175cm

175cm Glass Round Table
Pesaro

PESG-TAB-008

: 6-8

: 32kg

Pesaro
All-Weather Willow

Glass Coffee Table
Murano / Pesaro

: 46cmh

: 100cml

: 58cmw

MURG-TAB-006S

: 15kg

280x95cm Rectangular Table
Portland

: 73cmh

: 95cml

: 280cmw

POR-TAB-280x95

: 8-10

: 180kg

Armchair & Cushion
Valence

: 86cmh

: 65cmd

: 64cmw

VALG-CHA-WIC-ARM

: 9.75kg

w

h : 73cm

: 100cm

100cm Round Table 
Portland

POR-TAB-100

: 4

: 67kg

w

h : 73cm

: 130cm

130cm Round Table 
Portland

POR-TAB-130

: 4-6

: 88kg

Carver Chair & Cushion
Pesaro

: 84cmh

: 74cmd

: 62cmw

PESG-CHA-001

: 10kg

Portland
Composite Stone

Looks great with...
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: 67cm

: 66cm: 66cm



w

h : 74cm

: 85cm

85cm Round Table
Chelsea

CHE-TAB-RND-85

: 2-4

: 16kg

70cm Square Table
Chelsea

: 74cmh

: 70cml

: 70cmw

CHE-TAB-SQR-70

: 2-4

: 14kg

w

h : 74cm

: 110cm

110cm Round Table
Chelsea

CHE-TAB-RND-110

: 4-6

: 23kg

folding

folding

Dining Chair
Chelsea

: 87cmh

: 60cmd

: 43cmw

CHE-CHA-DIN

: 9kg

folding

folding

Chelsea
FSC Robinia

Seattle
All-Weather Wicker

Dining Chair & Cushion
Seattle

: 84cmh

: 66cml

: 66cmw

SEA-CHA-CAR

: 25kg

100cm Round Table
Seattle

: 74cmh

: 100cml

SEA-TAB-100

: 2-4

: 40kg

130cm Round Table
Seattle

: 74cmh

: 130cml

SEA-TAB-130

: 4-6

: 60kg

163162

w

h : 73cm

: 150cm

150cm Round Table
Oxford

OXF-TAB-150

: 6-8

: 40kg

w

h : 2.5cm

: 60/70cm

Round Lazy Susan
Granite

TEA-LAZ-060/075-GNT-GRA

: 16/25kg

Deluxe Sunlounger
Hampton

: 26-79cmh

: 203cml

: 63cmw

TEA-SUN-DEL

: 22kg

Hampton
Teak

Oxford
Teak

Bristol
Teak

Winchester
Teak

Chatsworth
Teak

w

h : 73cm

: 150cm

150cm Round Pedestal Table
Chatsworth

CHT-T AB-150-FSC

: 6-8

: 48kg

d

h : 73cm

: 250cm

250cm Rectangular Table
Tuscany

TUS-TAB-250X90

: 6-8

: 80kg

w

h : 73cm

: 175cm

175cm Round Table
Oxford

OXF-TAB-175

: 8-10

:49kg

240cm Oval Extending Table
Bristol

: 73cmh

: 200-240cml

: 110cmw

TEA-TAB-OVL-BRI-240

: 6-10

: 45kg

320cm Double Butterfly Table
Winchester 

: 73cmh

: 220-320cml

: 95cmw

TEA-TAB-WIN-320

: 8-12

: 56kg

4 Position Recliner
Oxford

: 106cmh

: 56-107cmd

: 63cmw

TEA-CHA-4PN-OXF-HB-FSC

: 11kg

folding

Tuscany
Teak

Armchair & Cushion
Tuscany

: 85cmh

: 65cmd

: 95cmw

: 57cmw

TUS-CHA-ARM

: 9.75kg

NEW

NEW

neptune.com

stacking

: 64cm: 66cm

: 67cm

limited edition
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Carver Chair & Cushion
Montpellier

: 95cmh

: 70cmd

: 52cmw

MTP-CHA-CAR-SET

: 10kg

stacking

Armchair & Cushion
Montpellier

: 90cmh

: 74cmd

: 56cmw

MTP-CHA-ARM-SET

: 16kg

2 Seater Bench & Cushions
Montpellier

: 90cmh

: 74cmd

: 110cmw

MTP-BEN2-SET

: 25kg

Coffee Table
Montpellier

: 45cmh

: 100cml

: 60cmw

MTP-COFM

: 34kg

170cm Rectangular Table
Montpellier

: 72cmh

: 170cml

: 95cmw

MTP-TAB-170X95M

: 4-6

: 133kg

Montpellier
Wrought Iron

w

h : 72cm

: 130cm

130cm Round Table
Montpellier

MTP-TAB-130M

: 6-8

: 95kg

Carver Chair & Cushion
Lucca

: 90cmh

: 60cmd

: 53cmw

LUC-CHA-CAR

: 15kg

170cm Rectangular Table
Lucca

: 72cmh

: 170cml

: 90cmw

LUC-TAB-170X90

: 4-6

: 20kg

Lucca
Galvanised Steel

2 Seater Sofa Frame & Cushions
Monaco

: 93cmh

: 77cmd

: 135cmw

MON-SOF2-SET

: 28kg

Stacking Armchair & Cushions
Monaco

: 91cmh

: 70cmd

: 60cmw

MON-CHA-ARM-SET

: 10kg

Sofa Armchair Frame & Cushions
Monaco

: 93cmh

: 77cmd

: 70cmw

MON-SOF1-SET

: 19kg

stacking

280cm Rectangular Table
Monaco

: 72cmh

: 280cml

: 95cmw

MON-TAB-REC-280R

: 8-10

: 145kg

Coffee Table
Monaco

: 43cmh

: 110cml

: 60cmw

MON-COFR

: 67kg

170cm Rectangular Table
Monaco

: 72cmh

: 170cml

: 95cmw

MON-TAB-REC-170R

: 4-6

: 119kg

Monaco
Wrought Iron & Washed Granite

250cm Oval Table
Groveland

: 73cmh

: 250cml

: 115cmw

GRO-TAB-OVL-250

: 8-10

: 141kg

w

h : 73cm

: 130cm

130cm Round Table 
Groveland

GRO-TAB-130

: 6-8

: 71kg

Carver Chair & Cushion
Pesaro

: 84cmh

: 74cmd

: 62cmw

PESG-CHA-001

: 10kg

Groveland
Composite Stone

Looks great with...
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: 66cm

: 65cm: 65cm : 68cm

limited edition

limited edition

limited edition

limited edition

limited edition

limited edition
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5ft Lattice Back Bench
Canterbury

: 92cmh

: 65cmd

: 158cmw

BEN-CAN-LAT5-TEA

: 27kg

4ft Lattice Back Bench
Canterbury

: 92cmh

: 65cmd

: 126cmw

BEN-CAN-LAT4-TEA

: 24kg

4ft Wave Back Bench
Canterbury

: 92cmh

: 65cmd

: 126cmw

BEN-CAN-WAV4-TEA

: 24kg

5ft Wave Back Bench
Canterbury

: 92cmh

: 65cmd

: 158cmw

BEN-CAN-WAV5-TEA

: 27kg

6ft 6 Bench
Luytens

: 110cmh

: 57cmd

: 193cmw

BENG-BEN-193-LUT-TEA

: 30kg

Benches
Teak
 

Sunlounger & Cushions
Provence

: 30-77cmh

: 200cml

: 65cmw

PRO-SUN-SET

: 18kg

Classic Dining Chair & Cushion
Provence

: 90cmh

: 50cmd

: 40cmw

PRO-CHA-DIN-SET

: 7kg

stacking

75cm Square Table
Provence

: 72cmh

: 75cml

: 75cmw

PRO-TAB-SQR

: 2-4

: 36kg

w

h : 72cm

: 130cm

130cm Round Table
Provence

PRO-TAB-130

: 6-8

: 83kg

Highback Armchair & Cushion
Provence

: 96cmh

: 65cmd

: 54cmw

PRO-CHA-ARM-SET

: 10kg

w

h : 72cm

: 100cm

100cm Round Table
Provence

PRO-TAB-100

: 4-6

: 49kg

w

h : 72cm

: 75cm

75cm Round Table
Provence

PRO-TAB-075

: 2-4

: 30kg

Provence
Wrought Iron & Polished Granite

stacking

Ledbury
Composite Stone Small Planter

Medium Planter

Large Planter

Ledbury

Ledbury

Ledbury

LED-PLA-48x48

LED-PLA-60x60

LED-PLA-73x73

: 15kg

: 25kg

: 40kg

1 x 60x60cm Planter

1 x 73x73cm Planter
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NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

1 x 48x48cm Planter

NEW
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Granite 
Granite is a natural material formed by the earth over millions 
of years. There are characteristics individual to each and 
every piece with naturally occurring variations in colour, 
tone, granularity, pattern etc. These variances are caused by 
fossilisation and ensure your table is completely unique. 
 Contrary to popular belief, granite is slightly porous 
and can absorb small amounts of liquid and Oil. 
 Your granite product has already been pre-treated with a 
granite seal and therefore does not require any immediate 
treatment. We do however recommend the use of coasters and 
mats when placing anything on the table top. This particularly 
applies to cold items which might have condensation on them.
 If your granite table begins to look dull we recommend 
simply applying a thin layer of olive oil across the whole 
surface. In addition you can choose to completely re-seal 
your granite. For this we recommend the use of Italian 
granite sealing products which are widely available.

Marble Mosaic
Marble is a natural material with individual and distinct 
characteristics. Large veins and colour variations are expected 
and a source of its natural beauty; every piece is unique!
 The Marble has been sealed in the final stage of our production 
to provide durability. However Marble is a porous stone and can 
be stained if water or other liquids (e.g. lemon juice, wine, oil etc) 
rest on the surface for too long. Clean up all spills with a damp 
cloth as soon as they occur. We recommend the use of coasters 
and mats when placing anything on the table top. This particularly 
applies to cold items which might have condensation on them.
 For cleaning the Marble use warm water or a 
combination of warm water and liquid soap (non-acidic) 
with a soft cloth (scouring pads and abrasives will scratch 
the surface) and avoid leaving any soap residue. 
 Over time you may want to re-seal your table as natural 
weathering will occur. For this we recommend the use of 
Italian Marble sealing products which are widely available.

Teak 
Teak is a dense, coarse-grained hardwood used for centuries in 
furniture making. Teak is renowned for being the world’s best wood 
for outdoor furniture due to its natural high oil content. It will 
weather to a beautiful silver grey colour and last for many years.
 During the first 12 months of weathering you may find the grain 
lifts slightly and small cracks may appear on the end grains.
If your Teak furniture requires cleaning, this can be done with a 
soft household brush across the grain and some warm, mild soapy 
water. Wash the product down after cleaning with clean water.
 For total ease we recommend leaving your teak product to 
weather naturally to an elegant silver grey. If you prefer to keep 
the colour similar to the original colour then we recommend the 
use of our Exterior IsoGuard™ Treatment. IsoGuard™ is a unique 
product that protects your wood from the elements. For more 
information on how IsoGuard™ works please see page 156.
 Before applying or reapplying any treatments the Teak must 
be completely clean and free from any colour variations or 
black spots. This may require a degree of light sanding.

South American Oak
South American Oak has fantastic strength and durability. Oak, 
like all other timbers when exposed to moisture and changes in 
temperature, will sometimes show hairline cracks in the surface.  
This is a perfectly natural process and you may notice cracks opening 
and closing as the seasons change. This is part of the process of 
your wood furniture stabilising in the outdoor environment and 
will in no way affect the strength or longevity of your furniture.

neptune.com 
For full care instructions on all of our ranges, just visit our ‘Care sheets’ page under the ‘Neptune Online’ heading.

Aftercare
For total ease we recommend leaving your oak product to weather 
naturally to an elegant silver grey. If you prefer to keep the 
colour similar to the original colour then we recommend the use 
of our Exterior IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil. IsoGuard™ is a unique 
product that protects your wood from the elements. For more 
information on how IsoGuard™ works please see page 156.
 Before applying or reapplying any treatments the oak must 
be completely clean and free from any colour variations or 
black spots. This may require a degree of light sanding.

Metal Furniture  
All of Neptune’s painted metal furniture has undergone a 4 
stage rust protection process. During normal use this robust 
finish should last for a long time with very little maintenance 
required.  However there is a possibility of damaging the protective 
layers through use. If you do damage these layers and metal 
is exposed some rust could occur. This rust is very unlikely to 
result in any structural issues but is unsightly. Damaged areas 
should be re-painted. See page 8 for more information.

Glass
All glass table tops are made from tempered glass. This 
means that in the unlikely event that the glass should break, 
it will crumble into small pieces with round edges. 
 Although the glass is tempered, care should still be 
taken whenever moving your glass top. When cleaning 
glass, we recommend using a clean static free cloth with 
a proprietary window cleaner. Alternatively you can 
use a small quantity of vinegar and newspaper.

All-Weather Wicker
All our woven products are produced by hand. These garden 
products may appear to be fine natural wicker or thick textured 
Willow but are in fact constructed from Neptune All-Weather 
Wicker. Using polyethylene resin fibres it is therefore extremely 
durable. When coupled with an aluminium frame powder coated 
in a co-ordinating finish the furniture stands the test of time. 
 A quick wash down with a garden hose will remove 
any grime and debris. To remove more concentrated dirt, 
use a soft sponge with a mild detergent and warm water. 
The item can then be rinsed down with a jet wash, on a 
wide spray, at a distance of 1m from the product. 
 If debris such as pet hair becomes lodged into the weave, 
simply use a soft bristle brush to remove them and any dirt. 

Composite stone
Neptune’s composite stone is a very versatile 
material, much stronger and lighter than solid stone 
making it hardwearing and lighter to handle. 
 Always assemble your table on a firm and level surface, so it is 
stable and safe. If you wish to move your table please handle with 
care and dismantle first. We recommend keeping this to a minimum. 
 Your table is pre-treated with an extremely robust 
sealant protecting your furniture against most stains. We 
always recommend the use of coasters and mats whenever 
possible. Spillages should be mopped up immediately and 
the area should be cleaned with a sponge and non-acidic 
detergent to remove any colour from the spillage. 
 Try to avoid excessive weight on the outer surfaces of the table. 

IMPORTANT:
All furniture items should be lifted and moved by their main 
framework rather than dragged to prevent any damage to the 
furniture or to the area in which you are using them.
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